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ABSTRACT:

The extent and type of interaction that must occur between conceptuai and linguistic
decisions in a lan3uage gf'neration system has l1een the subject of much debate. In this paper, we present genera.!
principles which c:\u account for two classes of examples where interaction must occur. We identify how lexica!
choice and the choice between (passive with and without agent) innuences text structure, determining the order (f
two consecutive propositions. Our account of the interaction allows Cor monitoring oC the gent'Tation process 51"'
that an ordering of propositions can be retraded if lexical choice or syntactic construction requires a different
ordering. Our appi"oach generalizes across domains and we have implemented it as part of a domain independen~
language generator which is presented here.

1 Introduction
Recently there has been a nurry of controversy in language generation work reg2rding the extent and typ('
of interaction that must occur between conceptual df'cisions (what should be said) and linguistic dccisions (how to
say it) (e.g. Danlos 81; McDonald 80; McKeown 85; Hovy 85; Appelt 81). At one extreme, researchers such

:lS

D:-r.nlos claim that there are no general principles which can be used by a language generation system because

or

the extensive and unpredictable interaction that must occur between conceptual and linguistic decisions. Such a
claim entails that for each new domain in which generation is required, a new system must be constructed.
In this paper, we counteract such claims by presenting general principles which can account for two classes
of examples where interaction

b~tween

conceptual and linguistic decisions must occur. These principles capture

cases where lexical choice (a linguistic decision) interacts with choices about order of information (a copceptu:ll
decision) and cas£'s where syntactic form interacts with order. An implementation of these principles as rules in

:1

domain independent. language generator is also discussed and sample output provided.

2 The Theory
Olle of the factors in producing a smooth and coherent text is the manner in which the information
conveyed by it is distributed. An overall plan for textual structure

(e.~.,

McKeown 85, Mann 8-1, Kukich 84, Paris

85, Goguen, Linde and Weiner 82) is one way a generation system can achieve an appropriate distribution cf
information, but surface choice also plays a role. In this paper, we present two relations for text structure and
show how lexical choice and the choice between passive with and without agent innuences the choice of structure.
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The relations we present hold for two-way predicates such as act-result and eauu-etreet. We found that
either one predicate could be subordinate to the other (which we term the maIn-detall relation) or the two
predicates are equally emphasized (which we term the balaneed relation). The maln-detall relation rerers to
cases where one predicate is emphasized; it establishes the maln point and the other proposition gives additionai

detaU •. This struc:ural relation imposes an order on the propositions. The proposition which expresses the main
part shoul<i precede the detall. The balanced relation, on the other hand, does not impose any order on the
propositions. Either one can occur first.
Our the!!is is that surface choice can interact with the ordering of the text by indicating emphasis. First, we
observed that different lexical items have different information content. If two verbs are descendants of the same
node, i.e, they can replace the same semantic primiti\'e, their information contents are compared by the degree of
implicature possible by using each. A verb conveying more implicature indicates emphasis. Anotll<'r relationship
exists between the two main verbs of the propositions in two-way predicate3. These verbs usually do not descend
from the same primitive node.

In this case, one verb establishes the main point, while the other comes as a

subordinate. Second, a syntactic construction which enables the explicit mentioning of an agent (like passive with
agent) might also indicate emphasis. In any of these cases, if emphasis is indicated, the maln-detall relation is
required and the emphasized proposition must occur first.
Our account of the interaction between relations and lexical choice allows for monitoring of the languagl'
generation process in a simple way.

The syst<'fll initially chooses a structural relation and attempts to proceed

accordingly. If it later finds that the lexical items it must use contradict its earlier choice or structural relation,
that decision can be retraded and a new structural relation selecterJ.
We would like to emphasize that the theory works on the utterance in isolation, (i.e., it is not aware of the
surrounding context). That is, the theory enables the generator to make decisions in the absence of any external
information. If such information is available, it should be given precedence over the decisions made according to
the theory. In many cases a generator does not possess such guiding external information, and in these occasions
it is very helpful to have our theory.
In the following sections, we first show in some detail how lexical choice and the choice between passive with
or without agent il!fluence the ordering of thr text. We base our discussion on example!! drawn from Danlos (8·1)
to show that our principles do erfecti,.-ely cover her cases. Wf' thrn discuss the implemented generator and
conclude with some discussion or unresolved problems.
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3 Lexical Choice and Order of Infc!"mation
The example.; that Danlos studies include sequences where choice or verbs interacts with choice of sententiai
order. She presents the examples shown in Example 1 as evidence Cor her claim that one can not decide whether
or lIot the aet (in this case, shooting) should precede the result (killing) independently oC the choice oC verb for
the result (kill, ae,~a88inate, or murder).1 Danlos concludes Crom these examples that there are no general rules a
language generator can use to capture these cases and that the inCormation must be given explicitly as input.. 2
Example 1:
1. (a) John killed Mary. He shot her.
(b) John shot Mary. He killed her.

...

I')

(a) John assassinated the Pope. Ill' shot him.
* (b) John shot the Pope. He assassinated him.

3.

(a) John murdered Mary. He shot her.
* (b) John ~hot Mary. He murdered her.

But note that of vocabulary falling into the same class (e.g., kill, a88a.!8inate, murder), some words are
more specific than others.

The reader can draw more inferences from a88a.!.!inate and murder than from kill.

Kill indicates catuc to die, while murder indicates cause to die plus intention, and a.!M.!.!inate indicates cause to
die plus intention and famou.! target. A speaker uses a more specific verb if s/he intends that such inferences be
communicated. Hence, the use of a proposition with a more specific verb when a less specific verb could have been
used implies that this is what the speaker wants to emphasize: this is the main point. Since one proposition is
emphasized and the other is subordinate to it, the main-detail relation is in erfect.

II we initially chose the

balanced relation ordering the act first, we must retract that earlier decision and reverse the order of the text.
Examples from other domains support this genf'ralization. For eause-effect sequences that we considered,
either order of propositions is acceptable if a less specific verb is used for the effect. A more specific verb indicates
emphasis, howenT since more inferences can be drawn. Again, the maln-detail relation must be used since there
is no longer a babnce between propositions. Examples in this domain are shown below in Example 2.
Example 2:
1. (drove/rac('d)
(a) Yesterday the trains weren't running. I drove to work.
(b) I drove to work yesterday. The trains weren't running.
(c) I raced to work yesterday. I IcCt a litt.le late.
*(d) I left a little late yesterday. I raced to work.
2. (walked/slipped/sauntered)

INote thl.~ Dl.Illos does not present EXl.mple 1.1 t'xlI.ctiy loS shown here (or the cue or the verb to /Cill, but Crorn her other eXl.mpll's
involving to kill I.nd to .11001, we LSsume thl.t she wO\J~d I.gree thd these sequences a.re accepbble .

.,
*Da.nloil uses a discourse grl.mmlLl' that specifies loll possibl!! legal eombin&tions

or verbs, order, and IYnta.~tic Corm.
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(a) I walked to the store. I needed a quart or milk.
(b) I needed a quart of milk. I walked to the store.
(c) I slipped past the store. I didn't waut the cashier to see me.
*(d) I didn't want the cashier to see me. I slipped past the store.
(e) I sauntered past the store. I wanted to appear casual.
*(f) I wanted to appear casual. I sauntered past the store.

Finally, we note that context and/or speaker intention may overrule the choice or a semantically appropriate
verb or the re-ordering or sentences. If

~he

speaker intends to emphasize killings, the verb kill may be selected

over assassinate eYen ir the victim is ramous as in (I), Example 3. If context indicates the implications or a
specific verb are already known, then the use or that verb does not imply emphasis and either order is acceptable
as in

(~),

Example 3. Or, if semantics requires the use or assassinate and the speaker absolutely intends that the

result come last, the unusual order can be linguL'itically marlced (ror example with stress as in (3), Example 3).
Our approach pro\'ides the hooks (or incorporating such an influence by allowing ror the retraction of earliN
decisions.
Example 3:
1. There have been a lot of killings at the yatican lately. First the guard was accidentally pushed orr the

balcony and killed. Then the bishop was killed when a chandelier rell on his head. Alter that, a thier
killed the mC'llsignor during a burglary. Finally, John killed the Pope last Thursday,

2. \Vhy were you in such a rush!
I lett a littlt.- bte so I raced to work.
3. John shot the Pope. He assassinated him.

4 Syntactic Construction and Order of the Propositions
In this section we show how the theory handles interaction between the syntactic construction agent or
agentless passive and order of the propositions.
First, let us examme one or the examples rrom Danlos(84) which deals with such an interaction.

The

semantic representation Danlos' example used is as follows:
(SEMI)

ACT

: Shooting
agent: John
goal : Mary
REst'L T: state: Dead
object: Mary

IbDoring lexical choice and other linguistic and conceptual decisions, and concentrating on decisions involving

l:.c-

choice or passive and the order or propositions:!, Dan los listed 4 possibilities for combining the ACT and

t::.

RESl1...T:
liTo simplify the discussion, we made the &Ssumption that every proposition is realized u
p1'opo.ition Gd un/NUt interchangibly.

a sentence, thus we use the ter: ..c
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Example 4:
(a) Mary was killed by John. She was shot.
(b) Mary was killed. She was shot by John.
(c) Mary was shot by John. She was killed.
• (d) Mary was shot. She was killed by John.
As one might observe. the 4 possibilities are the combinatorial result of having 2 variables (order of text units and

syntactic construction) rach capable of assuming 2 values (act followed by result or vice versa for the order,
agentless passive

VB.

passive with agent for tLe syntactic construction). According to Danlos, the awkwardness of

(d) and the "goodncss" oC (a) - (c) are not calculable Crom the data. Therefore, the generator must be provided
with the explicit information of which combination is acceptable and which is not.
Now, let us analyze Example 4 in light oC our theory. In the previous section we dealt with relationship&
between verbs when they replace the same semantic primitive. Here we are concerned with a relationship betw('('u
the two verbs which Cunction as the main actions of a two-way predicate. Usually one verb indicates the

m~in

point which the r-pf'aker would like to convey. This verb implies a set of possible actions and the second verb i,; a
member of this set. That is, the second verb rills a slot which the first one creates. We term the verb which
indicates the main point as the indicator and the second verb which fills the created slot as the filler. In ExarnIJ·~
4 the two main verbs are kill and shoot. Kill is the indicator while shoot is the filler, since kill implies that there
was some action which canSI'd the killing, and shoot describes such an action. The relationship between the t ..·.0
main verbs is not the only factor which influences the relation between two propositions. The presence or the
absence oC an explicit agent is anot.her such factor. Keeping everything else equal, a sentence with an explicit
agent contributes more to the establishment of the main point than a sentence with an implicit agent.
Bearing the above facts in mind, let us examine (a)-(d) closely. In the first sentence of (a), "Ma.ry was killed
by John", the main verb is an indicator while the verb "to shoot" is the filler.

In addition, the first

sentenc~

explicitly mentions the agent, which is absent from the second sentence. Thus the first sentence establishes the
main point, while the second is subordinate as it provides additional details.

Such a phenomenon fits the

maln-detall structural relation. Recall that this relation imposes an order on the propositions. The proposition
which establishes the main point should come rirst, while the sub-ordinate proposition comes second. The order
requirement is satisfied by combination (a) and therefore it sounds natural.

Observe that (d) uses the same

sentences as (a), bllt in the revt'rse order. Thus (d) first gives sub-ordinate details and then establishes the main
point.

According to our theory. the maIn-detail relation is "iobted and thus the produced text sounds odd.

Thererore, if one follows our theory I the goodness of (a) and the awkwardness of (d) are predictable and calculable
from the data.
(B) and (c) of Example 4 can be analyzed in a similar Cashion. "Mary

\1'/3.5

killed" has :m indicator as a main

verb where "She was shot by John· has a Ciller verb, but the latter has an explicit agent while the former does
not.

Consequently, each sentence is equally emphasized and neither dominates the other.

The balanced
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information relation characterizes these examples. This relation does not

impo~

any order on the propusitions, so

we can have any sentence in the first position. Again, our theory accounts for the observed phenomenon explaining
why both (b) and (c) sound coherent.
The (ollowing examples show that our analysis holds in other domains as well. They rit the same pattern as
Example 4 and tuus are handled identically by the

t~~ory,

regardless of the

~mantic

domain from which they are

drawn.
Example 5:
(a') Mary's condition was improved by the doctor. She was
injected with m('dication.
(b') Mary's condition was improved. She was injected with
medication by the doctor.
(c') Mary was injected with medication by thf. doctor. Her
condition was improved.
* (d') Mary was injected with medication. Her condition was
improved by the doctor.

Observe that the relationship between improve and inject (the two main verbs) is the same as the
relationship between kill and shoot in Example 4. Tbat is, improve implies that there is a set of possible actions,
while inject is a member of that set.

Using our t o:rminology, improve is the indicator and inject is the filler.

Taking into considcration the presence or absence of an explicit agent and using the same reasoning as in Example
4, we observe that (a') complies with the main-d( taU inrormation relation, while (b') and (c') agree with the

balanced relation, thus (a') through (c') all sound (·oherent. (d') violates the main-detail relation, and as our
theory predicts, such a violation produces an awkward text.
Example 6 below is similarly explained by the theory.
Example 6 :
(a') The stew was burned by Danny. It was left on the burner.
(b") The slew was burned. It was left on the burner by Danny.
(c') The stew was left on the burner by Danny. It was burned.
* (d') The stew was left on the burner. It was burned by Danny.

5 GEN - the Planner/Generator sY5tem
In this section, a computer program, GEN, which successfully implements the theory is described. GEN is
written in PLNLP I (Heidorn 72), a computer language which can be used ror both parsing and generation.
PLNLP enables the user to write augmented phrase 3tructure rules which manipulate the basic data structure or
the language - the PLNLP record. We wrote GEN using PLNLP Encoding rules, which are used by the Encoding

·Progra.mming La.nluage for Na.tural Language ProC'~3sing
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Algorithm and manipulate the records in a top-dowD sequential fashion. In our system, the program starts with
one record (the semantic input) and transforms this record by application or the rules until a complete surrace
string is produced.
GEN is composed of four modules:
l. The Augmented Lexicon.
2. The Planner.
3. The Ll'xical Choice module.
4. The Surface Generator.

The Augmented Lexicon is coded in Named PLNLP records.

It contains knowledge organized in a network

hierarchy, where the leaves or the hierarchy are the lexemes. The lexicon carries syntactic and semantic dab for
each lexeme, and also the Inrormation Content or the lexemc, which is used for the implementation or the theory.
The knowledge embodied in modules 2-1 is expressed in PLNLP encodint; rules. The Planner is responsible
for producing the plan of the utt.erance. It perrorms its task by examining the semantic input and consulting the:
augmented lexicon and the structural relations.

The Lexical Choice module examines the semantic primitive

passed to it and chooses the lexical item to express this primitive. Lexical choice is a one-lo-many mapping, and
this modllle must possess enough intelligence to make the the best choice given the input parameters. The Surface
Generator works on the output of the planner. which is a rough outline or the utterance. The surface generator
rerines the plan. pt'rrorms some noun phrase planning including pronoun substitution, and uses syntax rules to
produce grammatically correct surrace strings.

The surface generator perrorms most of the labor or the

generation, since it carries the outlined plan to completion.
Now, let us show how a utterance is produced, concentrating on the parts or the algorithm which utilize the
theory. Recall that the input to the system is the semantic representation or the intended utterance (similar to
SEMI in section ·1) expressed in a PLNLP record. The planner is the first module which manipulates the input
record. First, it checks to see whether the input record has an inrormation relation, and if not it chooses one by
examining discourse inrormation such as rocus or chooses a derault information relation if no discourse information
is available. Secondly, the planner makes some preliminary conceptual decisions, such as order or the predicates
and what should be mentioned explicitly and what implicitly. Next, the planner calls the Lexical Choice module
which selects lexical item!' ror the main predicates of the record.

When control returns to the planner, it has

already an outlinpd plan which is ready to be transrerred to the surrace generator. But, and this is crucial, berore
the surCace generator is called to embark on the lengthy process or producing the utterance, tbe planner test.s
whether the decisions made so far comply with the inrormation relation. If the information rules are complied
with, the surrace generator is called and the generation process continues to completion. However, if a violation is
detected, the planner has to revise its original plan. It does that by retracting one or more of the decisions it
previously made (lexical choice or order or predicates). When a decision is first made, its basis is recorded. That is,
the planner remembers why it believes in each decision. Thus, when connicting decisions are detected, the planner
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retracts those decisions which have the weaker supportive evidences.

The revised plan is tested again for

compliance with information rules, and iC no violation occurs the surface generator is called and the generation
process proceeds to completion.
The advantage oC using the theory in the planning process is quite clear. The planner is able to detect very
early in the generation process iC it proceeds in the wrong direction. It this is the case, the plan is revised before
the time consuming process of surface production is initiated, and more importantly, before awkward output is
produced by the !'ystem.
Sample input and output or our system are shown below. Input is in the rorm of

:1.

PLNLP record.

Example 7:
Input: R500 (Act = <'shoot', goal='John', agent='Mary'>
Rt"sult = <state='dead', goal='John', agent='Mary'»
After passing through the pbItner module, the record status is shown below. Note that the deCault value is used
for the inrormatioll relation.
PLANSEG (Inforelation = <'Balanced',deCault>
Order = <Act,Result>
Act = <'sh00t', goal='John', agent='Mary'>
Rrfllit = <state='dead', goal='John', agent='Mary'»
Aft.er the lexical choice module has assigned the appropriate lexemes, the record status is:
PLANSEG (Inror(,htion = < 'Balanced',default>
Order = <Act,Result>
Act = <'shoot', goal='John', agent='Mary',
Lrx='SHOOT'>
Re:;ult = <state='dead',goal='John',agent='Mary',
Lex='KllL'> )
Now the rules which are responsible Cor violation detection are applied to the record. The decisions which have
been made

80

far (lexical choice, order, and information relation) are examined. Since no contradiction is Cound,

no retraction of decisions is necessary, The balanced relation may be followed and the surface generator assumes
control. The final output is:
Mary shot John. She killed him.
Example 8:
Input: R501 (Act

= <'shoot', goal='John Kennedy',
agent='~1ary'>

Result = <state='dead, goal='John Kennedy',
agenl='Mary'> )
Initially, planning proceeds as in Example 7. The record status after preliminary planning steps is:

SA

deraul~

decision is

~Iw~ys

the

we~kest, bu~

there are other heuristics which enables the

pl~nner to order decision strength.
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PLANSEG (InforeIation = <'Balanced',default>
Order = <Act,Result>
Act = <'shoot', goal='John Kennedy',
agent='Mary'>
Result = <state='dead, goal='John Kennedy',
agellt='Mary'> )
The lexical choice module now processes the above record. Since "John Kennedy" has the attribute Famous (not.
shown here), the lexical choice module chooses the lexeme assassinate to express the change of state in the
result. The status of the record is now:
PLANSEG (Inforelation = <'Balanced',defanlt>
Order = <Act,Result>
Act = <'shoot', goal='John Kennedy',
agent='Mary',Lex='SHOOT'>
Result = <state='dead, goal='John Kennedy',
agent='Mary',Lex='ASSASSINATE'> )
This time, the planner detects a contradiction - the second proposition (the result) contributes more to the main
point because of thl' use of "assassinate", which means that the balanced relation has been violated. The planner
examines the decisions, and since it is the least confident in the value it assigned for the information relation (the
default was used), this decision will be retracted. The planner utilizes the information it has acquired during the
exploration of the erroneous path to assign a different value for the information plan. A change in the information
relation calls for a reyision in the order decision, and

!lOW

the record status is as follows:

PLANSEG (Inrorelation = 'Main-Det:lil'
Ordrr = <Hesult,Act>
Act = <'shoot', goal='John Kennedy',
agent= 'Mary' ,Lex= 'SI lOOT' >
Hesult = <state='dead, goal='John Kennedy"
agent='Mary',Lex='ASSASSINATE'> )
The rcyised plan was checked ror violation, and since none has been detected, the generation process proceeds
normally to yield the following output. Note that the propositions are reordered.
Output: Mary ass3Ssinat.ed John Kennedy. She shot him.

The next 2 examples are from a different domain and are handled by GEN in the same manner as examples 7 and
8, demonstrating the generality of the rules.
Example 9:
Input: R503 (Act

= <'go', agent='Donna',
manner = <direction='down',
location= 'stairs' > >
Result = <'exit', agent='Donna', goal='house'»

Output: Donna went down the stairs. She lert the house.
Example 10:
Input: R504 (Act

(the same as in Example 9)

10
Result = <'exit', agent='Donna', goal='house',
emotion='fear'> )
The additional fact (emotion='fear') caused the lexical choice module to chose ESCAPE instead of LEAVE, and
the same chain of events as in example 8 was triggered. Again, note that the propositions are reordered. The
resulting output is as follows:
Output: Donna escaped the house. She went down the stairs.

6 Related Research
While a nlJmber of researchers (e.g., r..fcDonald 80; McKeown 85; Derr and McKeown 84; Mann 84) have
assumed separat(> components for determining what to say and how to say it in order to focus on problems in one
component or the other, other researchers (e.g., Appelt 81; Danlos 84; Hovy 85) have developed systems that
crucially rely on a single integrated component. Our work straddles these two approaches by allowing for
modularization of the two cOf'lponents (and thus, improving portability of the system between domains) but by
specifying particular points at which interaction between the two components must occur. At these points.
decisions made by either the conceptual component or linguistic component can be retracted and new decisions
made. Because we !;pecify the kind of interaction that must occur, our work is probably most similar to Ritchies's
(84) who calls for interaction between the two components on constructing noun phrases, but we focus instead on
interaction for lexical choice of verbs, passive with and without agent, and order of propositions.
Because we make usc of the notion of structural relation, a brief comparison with work on text structure,
rhetorical

relation~,

and coherence relations (c.g., McKeown 8.5; Mann 84; Paris 85; Kukich 84; Hobbs 78) is called

for. In contrast with these other works, we do not pres!'nt plans for textual sequences, nor do we make any claims
about the coverage of our relations. There may, in

r~ct,

be many lIlore such relations. We simply note that the

maln-detall and balanced relations do exist in natural text sequences. Our contribution is the identification of
how surface constructions innuence the creation of tbe'ic relations between two consecutiye sentences.
Finally, we note that our relations are similar to the two structural relations, domln&nce and
satlsfactlon-precedell, described by Grosz and Sioner (8.5). In fact, the maIn-detail relation appears to be
equivalent to the dominance relation. While the balanced relation is like the aatillfaction-preeede!! relation in
that it can be thought of as specirying the relation between two siblings in a larger hierarchical structure, the
balanced relation does not imply any ordering between the two siblings, while lIatlllfactlon-precedes does.
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Open Research Problems
There are still many open problems which need to be explored. In this paper we discussed only two relations

ror text structure. There may be more relations which are innuenced by surface choice in dirferent ways. Another
open problem is how our theory propagates to larger text units. Can the lIame relationships which hold in two-

11
way predicates also hold between paragraphs? Alternatively, the relations we present may be part of larger text

plans and the re-ordering dictated by surface choice may allow (or internal re-ordering or otherwise fixed text
plans.
A different problem concerns the priorit.y o( external contextual information. Currently, we point out that
context may override any decision made by the theory. but there might be cases as well where the theory should
be given priority. Lastly, there is the problem of interaction between different surface constructions. We have
dealt here just with a subset of the possible linguistic and conceptual dedsions. Further study should be applied to
explore the interactions between a larger set of such decisions.

8 Conclusions
We have shown here how a theory relating surface choice and structural relations can be used to monitor the
process of language generation to ensure that the produced text is natural and coherent. We have specified how
two types of surface choice influence the relation between consecutive sentences in a general way. This means th:1t
conceptual and li!lguistic choices during planning/generation can be decided independently if the system has
facilities to examine the decisions, to detect contradicting ones, and then to retract the erroneous choices. Since
our theory generalizes across domains, we have bern able to implement it as part of a domain independent
generat.ion system. Thus our work allows the planning/generation process to be performed in a general fashion.
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